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Martin Sherman’s Taube makes a graceful pass Martin Sherman’s Taube makes a graceful pass 
during the Vintage R/C Flyduring the Vintage R/C Fly--In last month.  Martin In last month.  Martin 
rescued, restored, and refinished it, then stuck an rescued, restored, and refinished it, then stuck an 
Evolution 15cc gas engine in the nose for power.Evolution 15cc gas engine in the nose for power.  

This classic sunshineThis classic sunshine--throughthrough--thethe--covering photo covering photo 
was snapped by Rick Lindsey.was snapped by Rick Lindsey.  



ALL THUMBS - FROM THE PREZ’S CHAIR 

My name is Jay Strickland and I approve this message 

 

The flying season is winding down. It is time to set up for those winter 
building projects. I always have great plans to put together two or three 
planes but lately the reality is finishing less than one aircraft. It just seems 
like I don’t have the time I used to have to spend in my workshop. I suppose 
it comes down to prioritizing and budgeting my pastimes. I sure envy you 
“retired” fellows for your ability to devote days to the hobby. My time will 

come and all those kits I have been stockpiling will then be turned into wonderful aircraft! It seems like 
there are less and less builder’s kits available and everything is being offered as an ARF. Fortunately for 
us the quality of construction in most ARFs has come way up since the early days of the “Box Fly”, 
“Jesters” and that era of hot glued Almost Ready to Fly aircraft that started us down the non- building 
path. Please do not get me wrong, some of the best fun comes from flying our models and if it flies well 
(like some ARFs) who cares how it got that way. I do believe though that some of the best satisfaction 
and pride comes from actually creating your ship from sticks and sheets. 

 
The club has voted overwhelmingly to allow the Executive Board to go forward on the runway project. 
We are actively gathering the information needed to finish this plan. The weather might be the ultimate 
scheduler of the time frame this occurs so stay tuned for updates. The Rogue Eagles Christmas banquet 
is scheduled for December 6, at the Twin Creeks Retirement Center. We would like to get an accurate 
head count and if you would like to prepay ($15/person) please bring a check made out to the Rogue 
Eagles to any meeting. This will be a delicious dinner and some gifts will also be given out. We will also 
have our vote on Modeler of the Year, Member of the Year and of course the coveted (sic) Broken Prop 
Award! After the airshow just about everyone was eligible! 
 
We are also revisiting our New-Member Sponsor program. The details are being worked out but this 

program will help integrate our new Rogue Eagles and be tailored to their appropriate skill/knowledge 

level.  That is all for now, 

 

Grandog out. 
CLUB FUN FLY AND POTLUCK LUNCH 

The last scheduled flying event of 2013 for the 

Rogue Eagles will be on Saturday 12 October at 

8:00 am at Agate Skyways. We will fly several 

FUN type operations such as Bomb Drop, Spot 

Landing etc. We will also cook some dogs and 

enjoy the potluck and camaraderie of our fellow 

Rogue Eagles (and significant others). Break out 

your best Fun Flier aircraft and let’s establish 

some club bragging rights! The Prez will be 

directing and doing the cooking so bring a side 

dish and let’s have some fun and a great meal! 



Minutes of the Board Meeting - September 27, 2013 
 
Opening: 
The President, Jay Strickland, formally opened the meeting 
for business at 7:00 p.m. at the Central Point Senior 
Center. There were seven members present. 
 

Treasurer’s report. 
Eric provided the report. The Share account stands at 
$25.77. The Checking Account is $6,799.92. The Money 
Maker account stands at $2,352.45, making a total of 
$9,178.14. The dedicated Runway account stands at 
$25,127.97. The grand total comes to $34,306.11. 
 
Old Business. 
 

Air Show. 
Closure is not quite complete yet because the price for the 
P.A. System has not been reduced as we had hoped. So it 
was decided that we should go ahead and pay the bill of 
$250.00. 
A motion was moved seconded and unanimously 
approved to pay the bill. 
As we received a donation of $100.00 from Al’s Hobbies 
for this event, the net outcome is a loss of $150.00. 
However, as the Rally of Giants and Air show were 
essentially run as a joint effort, the club came out well 
ahead financially. 
 

Field Lease. 
Jay has made seven phone calls to Steve Lambert to try to 
make some forward progress on signing the lease, but has 
had no success in making contact. Still pending. 
 

Ballot voting. 
Jay re-iterated the results of the recent ballot vote. 
The Byelaw change concerning Life Members: 70 votes 
FOR, 0 votes AGAINST. 
The vote to change Youth Member age: 68 votes FOR, 2 
votes AGAINST. 
The Runway replacement project: 61 votes FOR, 9 votes 
AGAINST. 
 

Christmas Party. 
Again to be held at the Twin Creeks in Central Point. Larry 
Myers will be collecting registrations and any moneys at 
the reception desk. It would be very convenient if 
members would pay ahead of time, as this would speed up 
the entry process for the dinner. This would be $15.00 per 
head, payable to The Rogue Eagles R/C Club. 
We need to get a headcount in advance to provide to the 
caterers. 
Last year we allowed $300.00 for door prizes, so a 
suggestion was made for us to do this again this year. A 
motion was made, seconded and unanimously approved 
to expend up to $300.00 for the door prizes. The topic of 

door prizes for the Ladies (which we did provide last year) 
will be brought up at the next General Meeting. 
 

Club Roster. 
Jay noted that there are a couple of members who are not 
listed in the roster, but he knows for certain that they have 
paid up their dues. Eric stated that all members who had 
provided the Application forms were listed in the roster. 
Eric and Jay will work to resolve the discrepancies. 
 

Club membership I.D. Cards. 
Eric needed further clarification on what we are going to 
have printed on the reverse of the new cards. Jay brought 
out his previous notes and provided the information, so 
now Eric can proceed. 
 
New Business. 
 

New Junior Members. 
Rick Nunes brought up the topic of recruiting new Junior 
Members s to the club. There was a discussion on the 
efforts that had been expended by some members to give 
demonstrations and presentations to various groups in 
order to encourage new youth membership. It was 
resolved to continue these efforts. 
 

Safety Officer. 
Rick Nunes was welcomed to the Board as the new club 
Safety Officer. 
 

Runway replacement. 
There was a very long general discussion on the runway, 
the current status and how to proceed going forward. Jay 
is meeting with a rep. from Knife River Corporation on 
Friday next to get a feel on what can be achieved. They 
have been very co-operative and flexible in previous 
discussions, so we are hoping for a good deal. However, 
we cannot proceed with anything definite until the County 
Lease has been settled and signed. 
 

Proof of Insurance. 
There was another discussion on the need for Pilots to 
display their Membership or AMA cards and have the 
Frequency Pin visible for others to see. This is especially 
necessary for those on a 72 MHz. channel, so that the risk 
of having their aircraft shot down is virtually eliminated. 
There are still some members resisting or forgetting to 
practice this. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 9:25 p.m. 

Daughter to her Dad, “Dad, I’m going to a party, would 

you do my homework for me?” 

Dad, “I’m sorry kid, it wouldn’t be right.” 

Daughter, “Well, maybe not, but give it a try anyway.” 



VINTAGE R/C SOCIETY NORTHWEST FLY-IN 

2013 -Year of the El Gringito 
EVENT REPORT by Bruce Tharpe, CD.  PHOTOS by Rick Lindsey 

The last two days of August brought near-perfect conditions and a record turnout for our fourth annual VRCS 
Fly-In at Agate Skyways.  Twenty six pilots brought out about forty airplanes to celebrate the pioneering days 
of radio control.  There were a number of vintage engines, radios, and kits on display which also added to the 

flavor of the event.  There was no flying competition; pilots could fly whenever they wished.  Thanks to  an 
entrant-only raffle where pilots were awarded a raffle ticket for each flight, the sky was pretty busy for the 

better part of two days.  Guy Laine won the T-Clips ARF in the raffle, Cliff Sands won some balsa, and I walked 
away with a vintage kit.  The balsa and kit were surprise raffle prizes donated by Bob Campbell.  Another big 

prize was donated to the raffle by Bob Stamm - five tickets for reserved seats at the Reno Air Races.  Dave 
Bartholomew was the lucky winner.  Everyone seemed to enjoy the gathering, particularly the free donuts. 

Pilots Choice Award Vintage Spirit Award 

RON KELSO - El Gringito 

Ron did a masterful job of finishing his El Gringito.  
To give his new model a vintage look, he went with 
a simple two-color Monokote scheme, added some 
graphics, then sprayed the entire model with flat 
Lusterkote to break the gloss.  John Gaines did the 
maiden flight on the first day of the event.  Ron was 
going to fly it more, but a set screw in one of the 
retract units went missing, and he could not find a 
replacement.  No matter, it’s a great-looking plane 
and a deserving winner.  Ron was awarded a $25 
gift certificate for Al’s Hobby, generously donated 
to the event by Jack Shaffer. 

JOHN GAINES - El Gringito 

The Vintage Spirit award is a special recognition 
decided by a committee of one - me!  I consider a 
number of things, but the greatest factor is if a  guy 
displays enthusiasm for the vintage R/C movement 
by building a model specifically for this event.  John 
Gaines built two!  He actually framed up both El 
Gringito models, one for himself and one for Ron 
Kelso.  Each modeler applied their own finish.  John 
had a great time flying his at the event both days.  
With the retracts up and the OS .46 humming, it 
was smooth, fast, and aerobatic, but it still slowed 
down like crazy for landing.  Good job, John! 



VINTAGE R/C SOCIETY NORTHWEST FLY-IN continued... 

Ex-police officer Dennis White 
sizes up our suspicious-looking 
photographer.  

Then he remembers he’s having 
fun at a model airplane fly-in!  
Model is a kit-built Kaos. 

Overall, I’m happy with the direction this fly-in is going.  Considering that it’s scheduled just two weeks after 
the airshow, pilots seem to appreciate having a low key, low stress, low workload event.  Attendance is up 
(17 pilots last year, 26 this year) and comments received at the field were all positive.  Still, I’m open to 
suggestions for improvement.  Thanks much to everyone who came out to fly and socialize.  I’ve already 
heard from several modelers who are working on new projects for next year.  Can’t wait! 

For lots more pics and info on the VRCS Fly-In, be sure 
to visit the photo gallery on our website. 

THANK YOU Bob Stamm, Bob Campbell, and Jack 
Shaffer for your prize donations.  Thanks also to Rick L. 
and Ron P. for documenting the festivities, and to my 
sister Susan for keeping the coffee pot filled! 

About the Pilots Choice Voting 

A few guys asked me about how the votes were 

tallied for the Pilots Choice Award.  It may have 

been confusing because the ballots had lines for 

first, second, and third choice, but there was only 

one winner.  That’s simple really, a first place vote 

was awarded three points, second place got two 

points, and third place got one point.  One ballot 

was given to each pilot each day, so pilots who 

attended both days got to vote twice.  That does 

not mean they voted the same way both days 

because more airplanes showed up on the second 

day.  If  your plane was there both days, it got to 

be seen by more pilots.  Amazingly, the winner 

was only there on Friday.  It’s hard to say if he got 

all his votes on Friday or if some of the pilots who 

returned on Saturday voted for it again just going 

by memory. 

Models that won Pilots Choice in the past were 

excluded from the voting.  Most of the planes 

received votes, but here’s a list of the top seven 

point earners: 

1. Ron Kelso - El Gringito  25 points 

2. Martin Sherman - Taube 19 points 

3. Guy Laine - Lancer  16 points 

4. John Gaines - El Gringito 15 points 

5. John Gaines - Candy  15 points 

6. Rod Graham - Aeronca C-3 15 points 

7. Dan Dirksen - Contender 11 points 

FROM THE TOOT-MY-OWN-HORN DEPARTMENT 

A few days after the VRCS event I received a beautiful plaque 

in the mail along with the following note: 

Dear Bruce, 

Please accept the enclosed VRCS 

Spirit of Selinsgrove Award for your 

support of the Vintage R/C Society 

Movement. 

On behalf of the VRCS officers and 

EC members I am pleased to recog-

nize you for your efforts regarding 

the VRCS Northwest Fly-In. 

I hope you will continue this event in the future. 

Sincerely, 

Bob Noll, President, Vintage Radio Control Society 

Dave Bartholomew’s Dirty Birdy 

http://www.rogue-eagles.org/PhotoGallery/VRCS2013/VRCS2013a.htm


What Qualifies as a Vintage R/C Model? 

by Bruce Tharpe 

Your model is eligible for the VRCS event if the model design 

dates back 35 years or more AND it was originally intended for 

radio control.  The words model design are highlighted because 

that is what links it to the pioneering days of R/C.  The model 

itself does not have to be 35 years old, it can be something you 

just built recently or even an ARF if the model design dates back 

far enough.  This applies to sport models and scale models alike.  

The full-scale subject has nothing to do with whether a scale 

model is VRCS eligible.  For example, a modern-day J-3 Cub ARF 

from Horizon is not vintage because the design of that particular 

model does not go back 35 years.  But a J-3 Cub built from a 

Sterling or Berkeley kit is certainly vintage.  On the other hand, 

the new Dirty Birdy ARF from Great Planes does qualify because 

the basic model design dates back to the mid 1970s. 

Vintage models are allowed to use modern radio equipment and 

engines.  They can be converted to electric.  They can be scaled 

up or down as long as the basic model design is retained.  Also 

note that the design must have been originally intended for R/C, 

which means that free flight old timers that have been 

converted to R/C are not technically eligible.  However, at the 

Northwest Fly-In, we have always welcomed old timer models to 

fly with us.  As CD, I have made a number of judgment calls the 

last couple of years allowing certain non-vintage models to fly 

because they fit the “vibe” of the event. 

How do you know if your plane qualifies?  You can check the 

Eligible Aircraft Listing on the VRCS website.  Keep in mind that 

the list is far from complete - I don’t think it has been 

maintained for a number of years.  If your plane is not on the 

list, it may still be eligible.  If it was a published design or a kit, 

perhaps you can do a web search and pinpoint the magazine 

construction article or ads.  Or you can just ask me!  I don’t claim 

to know the history of 

every model, but I could do 

a little research if needed. 

For next year’s VRCS event, 

eligible models must have 

been designed in 1978 or 

earlier.  For the fun of it, 

VRCS designates a theme aircraft each year, and for 2014 the 

theme aircraft is the Ugly Stik and all of its derivatives. 

If you are looking for a plane to build, you should definitely 

download my Vintage R/C Resources document.   

My Trip to the Reno Air Races 

by Dave Bartholomew 

I was fortunate to win tickets for two days at the Reno Air Races at our 

Vintage Airplane meet.  They were donated through long time member 

Bob Stamm from a friend of his.  There was only two weeks to the show 

and I contacted some friends who live in Reno and they invited my wife 

and I to stay at their place. 

This was the first time at the Races and I was amazed at the show they 

put on.  If you have never attended the Races, plan to go at least once.  

The seats were very near the finish line about midway up the grandstands.  There really are no bad seats, just some are better than 

others.  The show was very well organized. During the breaks in the racing, there were many what I call civilian acts.  The Breitling 

Cap 232,  the Breitling JetMan, the Jelly Belly  1942 Interstate S-1 Cadet, and Clay Lacy flying a Lear 25 Jet doing aerobatics were 

just a few.  The Patriots, a civilian precision flying team put on a show very similar to the Blue Angels or Thunderbirds.  Two of the 

pilots in this team were from the Thunderbirds and Blue Angels.  There was a noted lack of US Military displays and flying acts due 

to the sequester cutbacks.  The organizers did a tribute to one of the founders of the Reno Air Races, 91 year old Bob Hoover who 

was there to wave to the crowds of cheering fans.  He helped make the P51 unlimited air racers famous over the 50 years of the 

Reno Air Races.  I went down to the static display area and saw so many beautifully restored airplanes.  Too bad I didn't have more 

time to gather in all the beauty as I wanted to get back to my seat to watch more flying. 

And then there were the races.  The Sport races with the Glasair and Lancair airplanes, the Biplanes, the L39 jets, the T-6 oldies, 

and the Formula One planes.  The Unlimited racers, P-51s, F8F Bearcats and Sea Furys, with names like VooDoo, Strega, Miss 

America, and Rare Bear, all names I recognized through my limited modeling experience.  My mouth must have been open in awe 

most of the weekend. 

mailto:bruce@btemodels.com
http://www.vintagercsociety.org/index.php/eligible-aircraft-listing
http://www.btemodels.com/Downloads/vintageresources.pdf
mailto:dave@wingsofgold.com


First Impressions of the Blade 350 QX 
 

by Eric Kees 
 

If you know how to fly... Stay out of Smart Mode! 

It will scramble your brain. It is so much easer to 

fly in stability mode. "Stick Relativity" should be 

an emergency mode when you are disoriented. 

Once you understand where you are pointing, go 

back to regular flying.  

When switching from a stable hover in Smart 

mode to Stability mode, the throttle increases 

without touching the stick. It goes into a 

moderately brisk climb. I flew this the same way 

I fly my DJI F550 with NAZA M. The NAZA sticks 

in one place when switching from GPS hold to 

Attitude mode. I understand the 350 QX barometer switches off in Stability mode. However, from a stable 

hover and consistent throttle setting, I would expect it to hold position. UPDATE: I found out via RCGROUPS 

that  smart mode throttle is based on relatively, not thrust. 

It was a fairly gusty day for the maiden flight. It always is!  GPS hold in Smart mode was very solid. Stability 

mode... Not so much. It took awhile for it to lock into position. You have to fly into the wind holding position 

for a bit so it understands where it is. Once locked in, you can change altitude and stay in the same GPS 

column. The NAZA, as a comparison, locks into 

position very quickly after flipping the switch.  

In Stability mode, like the NAZA, it takes effort to 

move around. It wants to stay put. You have to 

give healthy control inputs to get moving. 

RTH mode works like a charm.  

I did the first flight without the GoPro attached. 

Outside of better battery life, it flies the same with 

the GoPro attached! Ten minutes without GoPro 

used about 60%. With GoPro about75% of the 

stock 2200 mah battery.  

All in all I'm very pleased. My first request for Blade is to add a true GPS (vertical & horizontal) mode 

WITHOUT stick relativity! PLEASE! Did I mention that I dislike flying in Smart mode? ;)  I think learning how to 

fly in Smart mode is a bad idea! It teaches you bad habits!  I view it as a disorientation emergency mode, not 

a primary flight mode.  

I'm also looking forward to a brushless camera gimbal.  

continues... 

   The Blade 350 QX with a transmitter for size comparison. 

   Click here for more info on the Blade 350 QX from Horizon. 

A DJI 550 Hexcopter, a Gaui 330x, and the Blade 350QX. 

mailto:kees440@gmail.com
http://www.horizonhobby.com/products/350-qx-rtf-with-safe-technology-BLH7800


My video (1080p 60fps) is nowhere near as smooth as the Blade promo videos. I need to try again on a calm 

day. It was really fighting the wind gusts. There is also a bit of jello. A Neutral Density filter (ND4) will also 

help eliminate the jello. This was an out of the box flight. I didn't balance there props. The props hubs are 

unique. It might take a little work to get them to fit a standard prop balancer.  

The first part of my YouTube video is raw video. There is also a clip processed with GoPro Studio that 

removes some of the fish eye - setting=moderate. It is 50% slow motion, from 60 to 30 fps.  

Video link: http://youtu.be/N_etUB5atTU 

 

Editor’s Note:  Eric sent the following update  a couple of weeks after the initial report… 

I now have a better understanding of Smart Mode.  Throttle position is relative to altitude not thrust.  Full 

throttle is set to a maximum of 45 meters. If you give it full throttle it climbs at a steady rate to 45 meters and 

stops. If you were to flip the flight mode to Stability or Agility mode with the throttle still at full "altitude" it 

would immediately change to full thrust and the copter would rocket up without limit.  

Once again, that's a feature that I can do without for a normal flight mode. I like consistency from mode to 

mode. It would be nice to have the same throttle response in both modes just like you setup a collective pitch 

heli so there isn't a jump when switching between normal and idle up modes. They could still keep the 45 

meter altitude cap.  It wouldn't bother me if the jump only occurred if you switched modes at 45 meters.  

The props have a proprietary mount. It will be awhile before we see aftermarket replacements. There have 

been a few reports of prop failures. The best guess so far is that some were damaged by over torquing the 

screws, others by weakening of the plastic from exposure to thread locker. Preflight inspection should always 

include a close look for stress marks near the prop hub.  

Bottom line is this quad is a blast to fly. Flip it from docile Smart mode to agility mode and its a fast exciting 

sports car. 

Aerial photo of the Rogue Regional Medical Center shot from the 350 QX at 45 meters with a GoPro 3. 

http://youtu.be/N_etUB5atTU


FROM THE YOU-GOTTA-SEE-THIS DEPARTMENT 

Yak130 RusJet 2013 - link submitted by Bruce Tharpe Sr. 

I’ve been to Toledo, Top Gun, and many other events, but this Russian jet 

has to be the most incredible scale model I have ever seen.  Words do not 

do it justice - watch the vid! 

F16 Orange by Gerald Rutten - link submitted by Bruce Tharpe Sr. 

Okay, I take that back.  This F-16 built in the Netherlands might just be the 

most incredible scale model I have ever seen!  Both the Yak and the F-16 

were built for the 2013 Jet World Masters Championship. 

Giant-Scale Avro Vulcan - link submitted by Bruce Tharpe Sr. 

Incredible, huge, turbine-powered model of an early delta winged British 

bomber.  Not as detailed as the two models above, but the size is what 

makes this one a gotta see.  Must weigh 100 lbs, flies like a trainer. 

Most Epic Mid-Air Collision Ever - link submitted by Rick Lindsey 

WWII Japanese Zero vs. small electric helicopter at the SCCMAS field in 

California.  Rick points out you may not enjoy the crash, but you have to 

appreciate the cameraman’s work and the slow-mo recap. 

Reason TV: Drone Boom - link submitted by ye olde editor 

A reasoned look and discussion about the good and bad uses of drones 

(gosh, I hate that word) in our society.  Videos like this are helping turn 

the tide against the general public’s fear of unmanned aircraft. 

Eagle Eye... Observations from Around the Club 

Our intrepid public-relations officer, Larry Cogdell, made a radio appearance on KOOL 
103.5 FM to present a check to the Children’s Miracle Network for $1200 on behalf of 
the Rogue Eagles.  As always, he was polished and professional…  Rogue Eagle 
members Steve Coleman, Mark Tobin, Alan Littlewood, Rod Elledge, Glen Fraser, and 
Bruce Tharpe all made demo flights at the Grants Pass Airport during their open 

house on September 7th and 8th.  Ray Wasson was kind enough to let Bruce fly his jet…  Master scale builder 
John Gaines painted his Lynx this month.  We’re all looking forward to seeing that at the field…  The pylon racing 
series has wrapped up for the year, and as the dust settled a champion emerged.  The ever-humble Rick Lindsey 
remains king of the hill for the third year in a row.  Congrats Rick!...  Jay Strickland and Jerry Stinson tied for 
second…  Rich Hume has a new home in Wimer, just four miles from the BTE shop…  The new issue of High Flight 
Magazine from the IMAA has a big photo-filled article about 
the Rally of Giants.  It’s nice, but our Rally Photo Gallery is 
even better…  Art Kelly was the CD for a pattern event at 
our field in late September.  The two-day event was 
shortened to one day due to weather, but spirits remained 
high.  For complete coverage of the event, visit the NSRCA 
Photo Gallery on our website…   

FLIGHTMASTERS FLY-IN AT KENO 

The potluck and fly-in at Sportsman Park near 

Keno is always a treat in several ways.  The 

flying is wonderful with two manicured 

runways of lush grass and then the food is 

enough to wipe-out any attempt at 

dieting!  Seven Rogue-Eagles made the trip 

and while there was 'some' drama we had a 

great time.  The drama was supplied by Rick 

Lindsey, Rod Elledge and Rick Nunes in the 

form of (respectively) taking the top out of an 

airplane eating pine tree, fluttering an 

elevator at high speed and finding the only 

kink in an otherwise perfect runway.  The 

food more than made up for the wayward 

planes and we look forward to the gang from 

Keno coming down to our field next 

year.  Rick is planting a special tree to 

commemorate their return to our field.  

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yC4jG-wuVoc
http://youtu.be/a1lK-mYSdY4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJG5gfuCjZo
http://youtu.be/zSHYpM1JDKE
http://youtu.be/VgrHiosdDDY
http://www.rogue-eagles.org/PhotoGallery/RallyOfGiants2013/RoG2013a.htm
http://www.rogue-eagles.org/PhotoGallery/NSRCA2013/NSRCA2013a.htm
http://www.rogue-eagles.org/PhotoGallery/NSRCA2013/NSRCA2013a.htm
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Oct 12 Club Fun-Fly and PotLuck Agate Field Jay Strickland  
541-855-7161  

Dec 6 Christmas Party Twin Creeks 
Retirement Ctr. 

Jay Strickland  
541-855-7161  

Events Calendar 

Club Information 
Page 
For information about the club, how to 
join, past newsletters, and much more, 
please visit the Rogue Eagles website . 

www.rogue-eagles.org 

 

The next General Membership Meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, 

October 8, 2013.  Meeting location is the Central Point Senior Citizens 

Center, 123 N 2nd Street in Central Point.  Click here for directions . 

Bring your latest project for Show-and-Tell.   

 

 

Phil Baehne shows and tells the 
group at the September general 
meeting about his new PT-19ish 
sport model for .15-size engines. 

Topic for Discussion in the Next Newsletter: 

What Advice Do YOU Give to Someone Who Wants 

to Start Flying R/C Airplanes? 

Let’s say someone you know (or don’t know) asks you how to get started.  

Do you tell them to build a kit?  Buy an ARF?  What is the go-to trainer these 

days in your opinion?  What plane specifically?  Do you tell them to try a sim-

ulator first, or just send them to Al’s Hobbies for advice?  This topic isn’t just 

for the experts - I would like to hear from new pilots/club members too.  What 

advice did you receive, and was it good advice?  Put your comments into a 

paragraph or two and email them to the newsletter editor, Bruce Tharpe. 
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